
      Avril McDonald Memorial Fund 
On April 15th, 2010, Avril McDonald passed away unexpectedly 
at the age of 44 years. Avril had been a Rosalind Franklin 
Fellow at the University of Groningen for only a year. She 
embodied the qualities that the Rosalind Franklin Fellowship 
program stands for – excellence in research, a passion for her 
subject, and a commitment to teaching others – in an 
exemplary fashion. In the short time we knew her, she became 
very dear to us. 

We, the other Rosalind Franklin Fellows of the University of Groningen as well as her 
colleagues in the Law Faculty, therefore sought to find a suitable means of 
commemorating Avril, the person she was, and her life’s work. In order to achieve 
this, we decided to establish a fund named after her to help encourage promising 
young female scientists to pursue an academic career. 

               AMcD Prize: Aims and purposes 
We feel that it is in keeping both with honouring Avril’s achievements and with the 
spirit of the Rosalind Franklin program that the fund should be used to support female 
students, based on excellence. Each year, 3 to 4 such students will receive an award 
of 1,000 EUR. The purpose of the prize is to enable a student who has recently 
finished or is close to finishing her master’s degree to develop a proposal for a PhD 
project, which she can then submit to the faculty of her choice, to NWO or to another 
granting body. The awards will be spread across all faculties and research areas (each 
year, no more than one prize can be awarded to each faculty). In addition to the prize, 
it is our intention to provide each of the grantees with a Rosalind Franklin Fellow 
mentor for the duration of her PhD. 

          Call for nominations for the AMcD Prize 
Rosalind Franklin Fellows and all researchers affiliated with the University of 
Groningen can nominate outstanding female master’s students who have recently 
finished or are expected to finish soon for the AMcD Prize. 

Nominations should be sent to amcdprize17@gmail.com by July 14, 2017. 
They should include: 
 • a short CV of the candidate (student)       
 • a letter of motivation, stating why the student wants to pursue an academic       

career 
 • a short outline of the project idea (500-1000 words)       
 • a recommendation letter from a faculty Member       
A committee of Rosalind Franklin Fellows will review applications and decide on the 
awarding of the prizes. 

The applicants will be notified of the committee's decision by August 31st, 2017. In 
addition to the 1,000 EUR prize, the winning students will also receive an invitation to 
the 2017 AMcD Memorial Fund benefit dinner where they will receive their certificates, 
and will be assigned a RFF as mentor. 

In memoriam Avril McDonald IX

IN MEMORIAM

Avril McDonald

5 July 1965 – 13 April 2010

Late in the evening of 13 April 2010 the Yearbook of
International Humanitarian Law lost its founder and

the world lost an inspirational human being. Within

minutes of Avril McDonald’s last breath the Eyja-

fjallajőkul Volcano erupted over Iceland spewing its

prodigious plume of volcanic ash to be blown over

much of Europe and Scandinavia with resultant mas-

sive disruption to international civil aviation. While we

cannot prove a direct causal link between these two

events, for those of us who knew and loved Avril the

coincidence of timing seems deliciously appropriate.

Avril herself would have laughed uproariously at the

mere suggestion that her death might trigger such up-

heaval and some temporary global reflection on the vulnerabilities of best laid plans.

Avril’s death was unexpected, sudden and tragically premature – occurring as it

did just two months short of her 45
th

 birthday. Given average life expectancies Avril

was entitled to look forward to another four decades of life. Regardless of her own

perspective, many of her friends and colleagues assumed that we would enjoy years

more happy friendship. But Avril’s sudden death is a salutary lesson to all of us that

there are no such guarantees. She, of all people, modelled the importance of living

life to the full, of making the most of the moment.

Avril was born on 5 July 1965 overlooking the Irish Sea on the beautiful Howth

Peninsula – a short drive from Dublin. She loved her native Ireland and revelled in

the opportunities to retreat to family, friends and the captivating scenic beauty of the

place. It seems fitting that Avril lies buried in her homeland – next to her father in a

peaceful spot very close to the place of her birth – a place that evoked in her a deep

sense of belonging.

After studying law at Trinity College Dublin and journalism at Dublin City Uni-

versity, Avril embarked on a short but action-packed 7 year career in journalism –

first a brief stint in Dublin, then Sydney and finally for several years in New York

City. Avril worked for a range of magazines (popular, trade and professional), news-

papers and on editing two encyclopedia. She remained particularly proud of her work

to co-found the gay weekly news and feature magazine QW which received a presti-

gious award from the Alternative Press Association. Although the magazine did not

enjoy a long life in the turbulent cut and thrust of the glossy-weekly world, its timing
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                    Annual fundraising dinner 
Since 2010, the organizers of the AMcD Memorial Fund have been hosting an annual 
charity dinner on the last Friday before the beginning of the Academic Year. The 
charity dinner features musical entertainment, a tombola with prizes donated by the 
fellows and by local businesses, great food, drink and company. We encourage you to 
note the date for the next dinner, which will take place on 1st of September, 
2017, in your diary!


